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women and girls with high quality
specialist support.

society’s understanding of the
nature and impact of sexual violence.

that the rights of women and girls who
have experienced sexual violence are
respected and their needs are met.

sexual violence.

Report
I am immensely proud of what Rape Crisis
Tyneside and Northumberland (RCTN)
has achieved in the last year. Proud of the
impact all our staff and volunteers make on
individual women’s lives, and their impact
on other organisations’ staff and the wider
public through training and awareness raising.
Proud of the incredible value for money we
provide to Northumberland and Tyneside;
and proud of the tireless and sometimes
unexciting but essential work of the Trustees
in ensuring we continue not only to provide
our services, but even to expand those
services.
I am proud that we are funded by such a
diverse range of supporters; from statutory
authorities such as local government and
health to criminal justice agencies such as the
Northumbria Police and Crime Commissioner
and the national Ministry of Justice; from
individuals who donate regularly to our
volunteers who support our events such as
this year’s Fire Walk.
I’m very proud that Irwin Mitchell Solicitors
chose us to be their charity of the year, with
the firm matching monies raised by staff. And
I am certainly not forgetting the numerous
charitable trusts who have supported our
work over the year.

What I am not proud of

is the continuing, and continually growing demand on
our services. This report gives all the facts and figures but just let me highlight a few:
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in counselling sessions & waiting-lists

in helpline support

in email support

in Practical & Emotional support

Whilst we succeeded in increasing our
total income this year by 12% we are
aware that there is so much more we
could and would like to do – both in terms
of services offered and in terms of using
the wealth of data we collect to inform
those services.

In January 2018 we launched our
initiative to raise £40k during our 40th
year of campaign – and I’m delighted to
say we’re on track for achieving this aim!
We’ve come a long way from our starting
position in 1978, but there is still a long
way to go.

In essence our work is driven by our
users – as one woman said:

Perhaps what I’m most proud of is
that RCTN continues to develop and
continues to have an impact on women’s
lives.

“I think you underestimate
the impact you have on
women’s lives.”

Sue Griffiths’

Fundraising

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT &
DEVELOPMENT
WORK
Through our community
engagement and development
work we have reached

2,920
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Women and girls continue to need our support and our specialist
services. We rely on statutory funders and charitable foundations
but also need to increase our income.
In January 2018 we launched our
£40k for 40 campaign with the aim
to raise £40,000 in our 40th year.
With events like the International
Women’s Day Cabaret organised by
Newcastle University Students and
our evening of song and sparkle with
The Muses in Northumberland we’re
on track to achieve our £40k goal!

This would not have been possible
without our supporters who have
organised and attended events,
made donations and some have
even walked on fire! So a big thank
you to all of our supporters and we
hope to see you at future events.

*This year we were chosen by Irwin Mitchell’s Charities Foundation, Newcastle
to be their charity of the year and had a grand ‘Wizard of Oz’ ball. This raised
much needed funds and all who attended had an amazing night.

VOLUNTEERS
PEOPLE IN 149
SESSIONS.
This involved a range of activities
including; talks, training,
information stalls, and discussion
groups. Through this work we
reach out to the public including
those who may need to use our
services, frontline practitioners
and decision makers.

Our volunteers lead on activism, campaigns and
events. Women also volunteer with us to deliver
some of our frontline services for women and girls.
The volunteers’ contribution to our work is vital to
help us to reach out, deliver services, tackle rape
culture and ultimately end sexual violence.
This year 53 women (11 from Northumberland
and 42 from Tyneside) contributed over 3,500
hours, equalling an in-kind donation of more than
£36,855.00.

“Working on the helpline is really worthwhile,
sometimes it is the first time a woman has
said anything to anyone, it can be very
emotionally demanding but I feel we are well
supported. The spinoff is the listening skills
we develop are really useful in everyday life!”
Volunteer of 6 years

This year we have developed a Peer Educator Programme
and Sexual and Domestic Violence Prevention
programmes. We worked with partners to do this; NDAS
and Northumberland Youth Service in Northumberland and
Acorns and Tyne Met College in North Tyneside.
We would like to thank the staff and students of Astley High
School, Churchill Community College, St Thomas More
Roman Catholic Academy and Whitley Bay High School for
their involvement in this work.
Work in North Tyneside culminated with a performance
of Open Clasp Theatre Company’s play ‘Rattle Snake’
followed by workshops. We worked with students on Open
Clasp Theatre Company’s ‘First Time’s Free’ with a view
to performing the script to children and young people
practitioners in Northumberland.
We supported Newcastle University’s It Happens Here
society who have set up support groups for students who
have experienced sexual violence. With Northumbria
University’s Drama Students we supported the production
of ‘Survivor,’ a script exploring sexual violence in universities.

MEETING
Our services are for women
and girls (aged 13+) who
have experienced any
kind of sexual violence
at any time in their lives.
This means that the
sexual violence may have
happened a long time ago,
recently or it may still be
taking place.
This year we were
contacted by, and on
behalf of, 667 people who
have experienced sexual
violence. We received 546
referrals into our specialist
services for women and
girls This graph shows the
initial outcome of the 667
contacts, some contacts
resulted in more than one
outcome.

Demand
Outcome of the call

YOUNG PEOPLE

Email support given
Helpline - silent caller/phone down
Immediate phone support given
Information given
Offered email support
Offered helpline support
Offered place in Group
Put on waiting list
Referred into RCTN Support Pathway
Referred to another agency
Signposted
Turned away - Inappropriate referral
Turned away - Male survivor
Turned away - Out of area

61
53
101
201
68
84
10
343
154
3
16
2
5
3

We saw an 11% increase in
self-referrals to our services which
remains the most popular way of
women and girls making contact.

Source of Professional Referrals

%

Source of Professional Referrals

%

Victims First Northumbria

20%

Young people

2%

IAPT service

12%

Mental health referral

2%

Voluntary sector

11%

Probation

2%

Women's organisation

11%

Rape Crisis (out of area)

2%

REACH

8%

Social care

2%

GP

6%

Solicitor

2%

Police

5%

Health referral

1%

Referral type

%

Local authority

4%

Drug & alcohol

1%

Professional

34%

Educational institution

4%

Mental Health Trust

1%

Proxy

4%

Social services

3%

Victim support service

1%

Self

61%

Housing

2%

Other

1%

WishISai

Nature

OF OUR WORK
If provided, we record basic information about
the sexual violence the women and girls we
work with have experienced.
This graph offers a breakdown of what women
and girls identify as the last incident of sexual
violence they experienced.

We also try to record how long ago the last
incident of sexual violence happened. Where
we were able to capture this information we
can see that the majority of the women and
girls using our services do so in relation to
historical sexual violence; this is when the
incident happened over 1 year ago.

Last Incident

%

Time Lapse

%

Adult sexual assault

12.85%

Less than a week

3%

CSA

27.90%

Less than a month

2%

Emerging issue

0.78%

1-2 months

1%

Image based sexual violence

0.16%

2-5 months

3%

Not known

23.35%

6-12 months

6%

Other (indirect victim of SV)

0.16%

1-2 years

5%

Rape

32.13%

3-5 years

5%

Sexual assault by penetration

0.78%

6-10 years

5%

Sexual exploitation

0.63%

11-15 years

5%

Stalking

0.16%

16-19 years

3%

Suspected abuse/assault

0.78%

20 years or more

13%

Trafficking

0.31%

#WishISaid is our
campaign developed
and delivered by our
volunteer Activist
Group. We want to
get you talking about
Sexual Harassment in
public places like the
street.
#WishISaid isn’t about finding those
magic words that we could have said to
stop Sexual Harassment in its tracks.
It’s about the feeling we know many
women and girls have had after
experiencing sexual harassment,
usually when we get somewhere safe.
That sense of relief that the worst didn’t
happen and then the … #WishISaid…
#WishISaid began this year, we’ve
been on the streets talking to people
about their experiences and asking
them to share their #WishISaid
moments.
Find out more on our Facebook and
Instagram. See the latest #WishISaid
stories and our #WishISaid animation,
produced in partnership with
Northumbria University Animation
students.

So far #WishISaid has
reached 25,088 people
and we aren’t done yet!

1,314 of the people we
reached with our community
engagement and development
work were in Northumberland.
We reached those people
through 79 sessions in
Northumberland.

Counselling
We provide Person-Centred counselling backed up
with techniques from other therapeutic models such
as Gestalt Therapy, Cognitive Behavioural Therapy,
Transactional Analysis, Narrative Therapy and EMDR.

This year we provided 2,315 counselling
& EMDR sessions to 303 women & girls.
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This graph shows a breakdown of where
those women and girls are from.
Area from

No.

Gateshead

40

Newcastle

97

North Tyneside

27

Northumberland

94

South Tyneside

41

Sunderland

3

Out of area

1

EMILY

Our Counselling Service offers free counselling for up
to 20 sessions. All of our counsellors are accredited
with the British Association for Counselling and
Psychotherapy (BACP).

SARAH

We know it is important to carry on
developing our work in Northumberland
to make sure we reach out to women
and girls. We also aim to build and
maintain strong referral routes and
continue to raise awareness of the
needs of women and girls who live
rurally.

ELAINE

NORTHUMBERLAND
FOCUS
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Sarah is in her 30s and works as a professional. She came to Grace, our
Northumberland service, having felt let down by statutory services. Before counselling
Sarah was suicidal, experiencing intrusive flashbacks and had low self-esteem.
At first Sarah felt suspicious and our counsellor had to develop trust. The counsellor
was sensitive to when Sarah felt too anxious, or the rural roads were too icy to attend
sessions. During counselling Sarah experienced being truly understood, as she
explored what it was like to survive being groomed and sexually abused at a young
age. By the end of counselling Sarah’s life was transformed. By working with Grace,
she hsignificantly improved her levels of depression, anxiety, agoraphobia and shame.

“I think you underestimate the impact of what you do. I now understand
that I am not to blame. Everything has changed. For once in my life I have
not been judged.” - Sarah

Elaine is 43, she asked for EMDR because she was struggling with the image of her
attacker’s face. She felt constantly in danger and she couldn’t go to some places.
EMDR enabled her to process and unblock feelings, thoughts and visions.
When Elaine checked in she told us she was not struggling with any aspect of
the trauma and was getting on with everyday life. There was no fear about going
anywhere and she no longer had the vivid image of her attacker.
Elaine told us that the anxiety disappeared for her and talks about the experience
as being “elative and freeing”. She said she felt “amazed and in control,
energised with a sense of freedom and lightness in my whole self”.

Emily was a student who had been raped during a night out. When she began
counselling she felt very angry that the police had decided not to take any further
action following an investigation into her report. Emily found it hard to come to terms
with a system that requires a ‘threshold of evidence’ and was dismayed that her
perpetrator would not face any charges. Emily’s counselling focussed on her feelings
of loss and anger at the outcome of the investigation. She was given a safe space
to explore her feelings and was supported in processing feelings of powerlessness
that were experienced at the time of the rape and reinforced through the police
investigation process.

“I felt so angry that he could get away with what he did but I know I’ve
done the right thing for me in reporting it and that I’m not responsible for
anything he may do in the future.” - Emily

GroupWORK

Our Tyneside Group Work is for women who have experienced sexual violence
and want to meet others with similar experiences. In our groups women explore
and challenge harmful myths and attitudes related to sexual violence. We also
support women to recognise their own abilities to maintain their health and
wellbeing, and to develop new positive ways of coping and self-care techniques.
This year we delivered our 8 week Group Work course 3 times; twice in
Newcastle and once in South Tyneside.
Women, who have attended our courses, have told us they need ongoing group
support. After an initial pilot we now run a monthly ongoing support group.
This year 28 women attended our Group Work with us (10 from Gateshead, 13
from Newcastle, 3 from North Tyneside and 2 from South Tyneside)

Women in the ongoing support group told us that as a result
of attending the group they had been able to re-build trust in
other people and form new friendships. They also felt able to
start to re-engage in hobbies and other activities.

We also offer women’s workshops with other organisations to introduce practical
activities related to self-esteem and self-care. These workshops also act as
“taster sessions” for women who may then join our Group Work or refer into our
other services.
Through the development of mindfulness practices in our groups we have
discovered that some traditional techniques can be triggering for survivors of
sexual violence. With Mindful Therapies, we have developed trauma-informed
approaches to mindfulness specifically for women survivors of sexual violence.
We will build on this work, alongside Mindful Therapies and women who have
experienced sexual violence.

Kay had been suffering from depression and was socially
isolated and out of work after experiencing sexual violence.
After attending one of our 8 week groups, Kay told us she
felt able to engage in her local community again and start
looking for employment.

Shout-Up! is aimed at the night-time economy which asks
everyone to adopt a zero-tolerance approach to sexual
harassment, making our bars, pubs and clubs safer places
for women and men. We conceived Shout-Up! along with
Newcastle City Council’s Safe Newcastle and Crystlsd.
Shout-Up! involves training staff in venues so they can
identify, understand and react to sexual harassment.
The training is coupled with media, promotion and in
venue-marketing which boldly proclaims venues a
sexual harassment free zone.
Shout-Up! launched this year. Newcastle’s
Ouseburn and Diamond Strip are working to become
Sexual Harassment Free Zones and we have plans for more.

“I’ve been working in bars and pubs for years, I thought I knew all I
needed to know.
. I learnt
so much about how sexual harassment negatively impacts on patrons and
the venue overall. And importantly, I learnt what I can do about it.”

The Shout-Up! training was amazing

Tyne Bank Brewery, Newcastle upon Tyne

Shout-Up! has reached almost 1 million people so far!

Support Services

HELPLINE & EMAIL

CASE

STUDY

Our Helpline and Email Support Service provide
emotional support, specialist information and act
as a supported pathway into our wider services.
The supported pathway is vital for women and
girls who aren’t in contact with other agencies.
The Helpline and Email Support Services are
delivered by trained specialist volunteers. This
year we ran three evenings and one daytime
session each week.
Helpline Service Outputs

2017-18

Number of callers*

139

Number of calls*

378

Total number of calls

429

* excluding ‘phone downs’

Email Service Outputs

2017-18

Number of clients

84

Number of emails received

234

“The service didn’t let me down they didn’t hurt
me… they treated me with respect more than I
can myself. They believed me and didn’t judge
me; they broke the secrets and didn’t leave me
alone with the consequences. They gave me a
voice.”
“This is the first time I have been told
I was believed, thank you”
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BETH

STACEY

JANICE

Beth has experienced
sexual abuse in
childhood and as an
adult. She has physical
disabilities and a
diagnosed mental
health condition. Beth
uses the Helpline and
Email Support Services
regularly, generally
seeking support around
her feelings of suicide
and how it is for her to
cope with flashbacks
daily.

When Stacey called
our Helpline she was
distressed and found it
difficult talk about what
had happened to her the
night before. Stacey felt
like what had happened
was her fault. With
support, Stacey was
able to tell our volunteer
that she had been raped
by a friend and was
now in physical pain.
Throughout the call our
volunteer helped Stacey
to understand she was
not to blame.

Janice is in her 40s and
is a survivor of childhood
sexual abuse. Before
calling the Helpline
Janice had never told
anyone what happened
to her. When Janice first
called it took her a while;
a few hang ups and lots
of silence. The Helpline
volunteer offered a safe
space, did not hurry
Janice and allowed her to
be in control of what she
felt able to talk about.

Beth has told us it has
been really helpful to
have constant support.
Beth often talks about
feeling isolated and that
our volunteers are the
only people she can talk
to about this.

As the volunteer built up
trust with Stacey she told
her about her options
for reporting what had
happened to her to the
Police and her right to
a Non-Police Medical
examination at the Sexual
Assault Referral Centre.

Janice called the Helpline
a couple of times after
that, and was eventually
able to tell her story and
identified a need for
counselling. Janice told
our counsellor she would
never have come to see
her if it hadn’t been for
the Helpline which had
helped her build trust in
our organisation.

12% of Helpline callers discussed suicide.
8% of callers felt less suicidal as a result of using the Helpline.
50% of Helpline callers talked about self-blame. Overcoming self-blame
can be an important step, 22% of Helpline callers achieved this.
53% of women and girls using our Email Support Service and 31% of those using our
Helpline identified feeling more able to engage in our wider services.

CASE

Sharon was witness in an assault case against her expartner. We provided Sharon with advocacy support to
access additional Special Measures. Because of this, the
courts agreed to allow her to give evidence via video link
in a location nearer to her home.
Sharon had undergone a long and difficult journey through
the criminal justice process. The court hearing date was
adjourned several times, including on one occasion when
she had already travelled over 80 miles to reach the court
to give evidence.
We supported Sharon to make an official complaint, which
was upheld on one count. The Practical & Emotional
Support Worker helped her to articulate her feelings and
write the detailed complaint.

“Thank you so much, you helped me get across
what I needed to say, I really appreciate it. Really
more than I can say”. - Sharon

CASE
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Tracey had already provided her statement to the police
about abuse she had experienced in childhood. After
Tracey had worked with us for a while she told her
Practical & Emotional Support worker that she suspected
she had a serious mental health condition that impacts
her memory. With our support, Tracey was able to obtain
an official diagnosis and provide more information to her
initial statement. This support enabled her to maintain the
credibility of her statement that would be used in evidence.

“I would not be here if not for you”. - Tracey

Support

RACTICAL
MOTIONAL

STUDY

We believe that women and girls
should decide what the right kind
of support is for them, it could
be a combination of; practical,
emotional and advocacy support.
If a woman or girl decides to report to the
police or they are currently involved in
criminal justice procedures we can act as their
ISVA (Independent Sexual Violence Adviser).
There has been a dramatic increase in
reporting of sexual violence in Northumbria.
The 2015/16 Rape Monitoring Group showed
an increase of nearly 400% in reports of
sexual violence on the 2013/2104 data.
We are therefore in a situation where an
unprecedented number of women are
negotiating the Criminal Justice System.
This has been reflected by our data, which
recorded a 186% increase from 2014 to 2016
in the number of service users who reported
to the police. This is at a time when the most
vulnerable and disadvantaged in the UK are
feeling the cumulative impact of austerity cuts.
This has implications for both clients in their
journey towards recovery, and the number
of cases that workers are carrying. For the
first time the Practical & Emotional Support
Service has had to introduce a waiting list.
Despite this, we continue to work with a wide
range of clients with multiple and complex
needs.

1,287

This year we provided
sessions to 170 women and girls.

Area from

No.

Gateshead

33

Newcastle

53

North Tyneside

25

Northumberland

29

South Tyneside

18

Sunderland

7

Out of area

1

Not Known

4

Total

170
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Hope did not feel her case had been
thoroughly investigated when she was
16 so came to the Practical & Emotional
Support service for advice when she
was 32. Having discussed her treatment
during the original investigation, she felt
the police had failed her and received
support to submit a complaint.
We were able to demonstrate that The
Victims Code of Conduct had not been
followed and that the police had failed
her as a victim of a serious crime. The
complaint was upheld which initiated the
original case being re-investigated.

“I just want the police to
acknowledge that they didn’t do
enough at the time and that I wasn’t
treated as a vulnerable child who
had clearly been groomed.” - Hope

OUTCOMES
Face to Face Services
We work with the women and girls to identify the positive changes they have achieved while using
our face to face services; counselling, group work and practical & emotional support. We are proud
of the high levels of positive outcomes we have supported women & girls to achieve.
97% of women and girls identified at least one
reintegration outcome.

99% of women and girls felt more informed

93% of women and girls achieved an outcome
relating to their feelings of safety

94% of women and girls identified at least
one Health & Wellbeing outcome.

Feeling safe

%

Health & Wellbeing

%

Target hardening

8%

Self-esteem

74%

Less scared in public

43%

Anxiety

71%

Less scared to travel

35%

Anger

28%

Safety in relationship

11%

Self-harm

18%

Moved home

22%

Illegal drug

5%

Less scared in social situations

49%

Food

21%

Less scared of attacker

30%

Self-confidence

75%

Reintegration

%

Feeling informed

%

Less scared for their children

13%

Panic attack

50%

Closer to family/friends

66%

Services knowledge

66%

Less scared at home

41%

Agoraphobia

24%

Return to work/training

27%

Confidentiality

27%

Less scared alone

43%

Smoking

7%

Hobbies

53%

Feedback

53%

More confident attacker

32%

Prescription drug

3%

Finance

32%

Reporting options

32%

Safeguarding

7%

Sleep

34%

New friends

42%

Other services

42%

Trust

52%

Depression

60%

Started work training

16%

Listened by other services

16%

Ethnicity

3%

Flashback

53%

Personal tasks

30%

Guilt

30%

Woman

16%

Suicidal

27%

Less isolated

72%

Services feedback

72%

Disability

4%

Alcohol

20%

More work/training

39%

Proper service support

39%

LGBT

1%

GP medication

17%

General tasks

32%

Difficult services

32%

Asylum

3%

Health services

13%

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
32% of all of the women & girls contacting us
identified that they had reported an incident/s
of sexual violence to the police. This figure
increases to 55% when we consider only the
women and girls who used our face to face
services.

It is important that we do not risk a criminal
case by contaminating evidence where an
investigation is live or it is yet to go to court.
Women and girls can still access some of our
services during this time including counselling;
this is called pre-trial work.

35 of the women and girls using our counselling
service received pre-trial therapy.

Criminal Justice System

%

Report crime

12%

Pre-court visit

3%

CJS support

53%

CJS validation

33%

Support investigation

53%

Independent police complaints commission

13%

Compensation

18%

Pre-trial therapy

39%

Complaints OCPS

9%

Criminal justice informed

40%

92% of the women and
girls we worked with
across all of our face to
face services identified
an improvement in
relation to the Criminal
Justice System.

EQUALITY & DIVERSITY

The women
and girls
who use
our services
This is the self-identified equality and
diversity information of the women
and girls who use all of our services;
counselling, email support, group work,
helpline and practical & emotional support.
There are high numbers of unknowns in
this information, partly because of the
nature of our Helpline and Email Support
Services; we rarely ask questions of the
women and girls using these services and
it would not be appropriate to seek this
information during calls and emails.
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Karen identifies as lesbian and was referred
to us because of historic experiences of
childhood sexual abuse. She used our
Practical & Emotional Support Service to get
information about reporting what happened
to her to the Police. She also received pretrial therapy from one of our counsellors and
will come back for further counselling after
the court case.

Ethnicity

%

Disability Type

%

Age Band

%

African

0.8%

Blind

0.3%

13-15

1.4%

Arab

0.2%

Visually impaired

0.8%

16-17

3.8%

Asian British

0.9%

Deaf

0.3%

18-24

18.0%

Bangladeshi

0.2%

Hearing impaired

1.6%

25-34

18.5%

Black British

0.3%

Chronic illness

5.8%

35-44

13.2%

Chinese

0.3%

Diagnosed mental health condition

24.5%

45-54

10.5%

Indian

0.2%

Undiagnosed mental health condition

5.8%

55-64

2.8%

Pakistani

0.2%

Learning

3.1%

65+

1.1%

White & Asian

0.3%

Physical

7.2%

Not Known

30.7%

White & Black African

0.3%

None

20.2%

General tasks

32%

White & Black Caribbean

0.2%

Other

1.7%

White British

41.1%

White Irish

0.3%

Religion

%

Sexuality

%

Any other white background

2.5%

Buddhist

0.3%

Bisexual

3.8%

Any other ethnic group

0.2%

Christian

12.9%

Gay or lesbian

1.9%

Not Known

52.2%

Hindu

0.2%

Heterosexual

32.6%

Muslim

0.6%

Not Known

60.5%

Sikh

0.2%

Other

0.5%

Any other religion or belief

3.1%

No wish to answer

0.8%

No religious affiliation or belief

20.2%

No wish to answer

1.7%

Not Known

60.8%
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Lisa is in her 30s and has a Learning
Disability. She was referred to us after
experiencing multiple incidents of sexual
violence. After using our Counselling
service, Lisa told us she feels more positive
about her future and is beginning to trust
people again.

CASE
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Gina initially came to us for counselling.
Gina had experienced childhood sexual
abuse and rape in adulthood and has a
diagnosed mental health condition. After
counselling she then decided to go for EMDR
with us. As a result of counselling and EMDR
her mental health has improved significantly
and she feels less isolated and more able to
engage in work.

CASE
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Rachel is a Black African woman who
experienced multiple incidents of sexual
violence including historical abuse by a family
member. She used our Practical & Emotional
Support and our Counselling services and
now feels less isolated and identifies an
improvement in her mental health.

SEXUAL VIOLENCE
IN LATER LIFE
We know the experiences of older people who have experienced sexual
violence are under researched. We also know there is a need to challenge
multiple myths surrounding this issue, including the myth that older people
don’t experience sexual violence.

AMER

We have been working with Dr Hannah Bows from the Centre for Research into Violence and
Abuse (CRiVA) at Durham University to help understand this topic and to raise awareness with
the public and front line practitioners.

FUNDERS

TRUSTEES

Northern Rock Foundation

Beth Butler

Gateshead Council Public Health

Hazel Danby

Gateshead Newcastle CCG

Nikki Godden-Rasul

North Tyneside Council

Sue Griffiths (Chair)

North Tyneside CCG

Clare McGlynn (Company Secretary)

Newcastle City Council

Jayne Carrick (Co-Treasurer from 30/10/17)

South Tyneside Council

Rebecca Haynes (Co-Treasurer from 30/10/17)

Ministry of Justice

Penny Remfry (Treasurer until 30/10/17)

The Ballinger Charitable Trust

Fiona Vera-Gray (resigned 26/02/18)

Police & Crime Commissioner for Northumbria

Isabel Clough (appointed: 26/03/18)

Northumberland County Council

Emma Crowther (appointed: 26/03/18)

Community Foundation Tyne and Wear
The Joicey Trust

Women’s Sexual Violence Network
After consultation with BAMER women
in the local area and nationally we have
set up the RCTN BAMER Women’s
Sexual Violence Network. The aim of the
network is to increase BAMER women
workers’ knowledge, skills & confidence
in working with sexual violence and
to inform the development of our
engagement of BAMER women in our
specialist services.

Women involved in the network have told
us that the network has

“enhanced their knowledge
which will bring about changes
in their practice” and that they
feel “more confident to talk
about the issues raised”.

The Hospital of God at Greatham
The Pilkington Trust
Sir James Knott Trust
Big Lottery Fund
Rosa Fund
The Ridley Family Charity
Rape Crisis England & Wales
(Workforce Development)

CONTACT
0191 222 0272		
enquiries@rctn.org.uk
www.rctn.org.uk

HELPLINE
& EMAIL
SUPPORT
0800 035 2794
emailsupport@rctn.org.uk
Monday to Thursday 6:00pm – 8:30pm
and Friday 11:00am – 2:00pm

Twitter: @RapeCrisisTN
Facebook: RCTN
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